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A History of the World in 100 Objects is a radio series which has been running in blocks on 
BBC Radio 4 since the beginning of 2010 - the next set of broadcasts starts in September 2010 - 
and a comprehensive website accompanies it. The programmes themselves focus on 100 items 
from the British Museum (http://www.britishmuseum.org/), chosen and described by the 
director Neil MacGregor, but the BBC website itself is far more wide-ranging. Hundreds of 
other objects have been submitted by museums across the country and members of the public 
can also submit items for inclusion. 
 
There are several methods of navigating the site. There are tabs across the top for Home; 
Explore; Programmes; In your area; Blog; Learning; Get involved; About; and My profile. The 
Explore tab brings up a cloud of objects. You can zoom backwards and forwards in time using 
the arrows, move to a particular time period using the timeline on the right of the screen or filter 
the objects by six different filters: location, culture, period, theme, size, colour, and material. 
Unfortunately it doesn't seem to be possible to combine these to find for example Roman 
money or 19th century travel. Pupils like the serendipitous aspect of this clicking merrily all over 
the place; as a librarian trying to help people find specific information it is extremely frustrating, 
compounded by the lack of a search facility. It is possible to narrow the search to objects 
contributed by the British Museum, or other museums, or individuals or to objects contributed 
from particular areas of the country - note this means submitted from the area, not that the 
object originated there, so for example Dundee has submitted a south-east Asian feather tippet 
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/UpGk2ML9QdeucRAihVnsHA). 
 
Each object has a record showing location; culture; period; theme, size; colour; and material. 
Each of these can also be used to explore other related items, so for example one can explore 
Inca objects, mediaeval objects or even purple objects! The contributor supplies a brief 
description of the object and why it is important, and there is the facility to add comments. For 
some objects comments have been added by other museum curators, expanding on the detail of 
the original annotations; in other cases the comments are from members of the public which 
makes the site feel very inclusive. If it is one of the 100 in the radio series, there is also a direct 
link to the broadcast which can be listened to online or downloaded. 
 
The schools section links to the BBC Primary history area. This currently has 13 objects to 
explore, with child-friendly information, clearly subdivided; links to photographs and in some 
cases video-clips; fun facts of the kind particularly popular with boys; a quiz; and links to related 
BBC online information and to the original museum link for the object. For teachers there is a 
range of lesson plans and worksheets covering sources, world trade, chronology and local 
history. 
 
There is also a linked CBBC series, Relic: Guardians of the 
Museumhttp://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00qgvyz and accompanying game. Many of the 
museums involved are also running their own relic trails, encouraging children to visit and 
explore their collections and perhaps giving a focus for a school extra-curricular activity. 
An interactive map allows you to find items which have been submitted by your local museums; 
sometimes these clearly have local links or relevance but others are more eclectic. 
 
This is a fascinating site to browse and could be used to stimulate interest and discussion. 
Linking it to the curriculum and making sure that pupils find the objects they need will entail a 



fair amount of preparation by the teacher or librarian, but there is much which could usefully be 
embedded in a VLE or linked from a website or intranet - and there is always the joy of happy 
discovery of the unexpected, the beautiful or the downright odd to encourage the enjoyment of 
information. 
 


